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ABSTRACT
Genetic instability is a central characteristic of cancers. However, the
selective forces responsible for the emergence of genetic instability are not
clear. We use mathematical models to determine the conditions under
which selection favors instability, and when stable cells are advantageous.
We take into account the processes of DNA damage, repair, cell cycle
arrest, mutation, and death. We find that the rate of DNA damage can
play a major role in this context. In particular, an increase in the rate of
DNA damage can reverse the relative fitness of stable and unstable cells.
In terms of cancer progression, we find the following results. If cells have
intact apoptotic responses, stable cells prevail if the DNA hit rate is low.
A high DNA hit rate can result in the selection of genetically unstable cells.
This has implications for the induction of tumors by carcinogens. On the
other hand, if cells are characterized by impaired apoptosis, we observe
the opposite. Genetic instability is selected for if the DNA hit rate is low.
A high DNA hit rate can select against instability and result in the
persistence of stable cells. We propose that chemotherapy can be used to
reverse the relative fitness of stable and unstable cells, such that unstable
cells are the inferior competitors. This could result in the competitive
exclusion of progressing cancer cells.

INTRODUCTION
The genetic material of cells is subject to stress and damage as a
result of environmental agents or the production of oxidative radicals
during metabolism. However, eukaryotic cells tend to maintain stable
genomes. Maintenance of this stability requires the presence of socalled checkpoint genes (1, 2). When the DNA or chromosome
structure becomes damaged, the checkpoints delay the cell cycle and
correct the damage (1, 3, 4). On the other hand, many cancers are
characterized by a phenomenon called genetic instability (5). This can
be defined as an elevated rate at which cell genomes acquire changes.
It is related to the corruption of checkpoint genes that are responsible
for detecting and repairing damage (6 –9). Different types of instability can be distinguished (5, 10). Some result in the accumulation of
relatively small sequence changes, brought about by deletions and
insertions of a few nucleotides or base substitutions. Other types of
instabilities involve larger scale genomic changes. This can involve
the loss or gain of whole chromosomes or parts of chromosomes,
chromosome translocations, and gene amplifications. We will refer to
cells with genetic instability as mutator phenotype (11–15).
Because in many cases, the presence or absence of genetic instability is a major difference between cancerous and healthy tissue (5),
an understanding of cancer progression, as well as insights into
therapeutic approaches, requires an understanding of the evolutionary
dynamics of mutator phenotypes and stable cell populations. It is
crucial to understand the conditions under which selection favors
mutator phenotypes, and when stable cells prevail (16). Both genetic
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stability and instability can confer advantages and disadvantages for
the cells (17, 18). Faithful replication ensures that the phenotype of
the cell is preserved and that deleterious alterations are avoided; at the
same time, induction of the checkpoints can result in cell cycle arrest,
which is a cost. Absence of checkpoints avoids cell cycle arrest in the
face of damage but can result in deleterious mutants that reduce the
overall fitness of the cell. Here, we use mathematical models to study
the dynamic interactions between stable and unstable cell populations.
In particular, we seek to understand how the amount of DNA damage
experienced by tissue influences the relative fitness of mutator phenotypes. This has significance for understanding the processes underlying cancer initiation, cancer progression, and chemotherapeutic and
radiation approaches to treatment.
RESULTS
Competition Dynamics
In this section, we explore the competition dynamics between a
stable and a mutator cell population. They differ in the probability
with which they repair genetic damage. Stable cells repair damage
with a probability ⑀s, and mutator cells repair damage with a probability ⑀m, where ⑀s ⬎ ⑀m. We further assume that these cell populations
differ in their intrinsic rate of replication. The stable cells replicate at
a rate rs, and the mutator cells replicate at a rate rm. Let us denote the
abundance of stable and mutator cells as S and M, respectively. The
competition dynamics are given by the following pair of differential
equations that describe the development of the cell populations over
time.

Ṡ ⫽ r s S 共 1 ⫺ u ⫹ ␤⑀ s u 兲 ⫹ ␣ ur s S 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ s 兲 ⫺  S,

(Eq. 1)

Ṁ ⫽ r m M 共 1 ⫺ u ⫹ ␤⑀ m u 兲 ⫹ ␣ ur m M 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ m 兲 ⫺  M.

(Eq. 2)

The model is explained graphically in Fig. 1. The cells replicate at a
rate rs or rm. These parameters reflect how often cells reproduce and
die; we will call this the intrinsic replication rate of the cells. The two
cell populations compete for a shared resource. Competition is captured in the expressions S and M, which is specified in the
“Appendix.” During replication, a genetic alteration can occur with a
probability u. We call this the DNA hit rate. DNA damage can occur
spontaneously (most likely at low levels), or it can be induced by
DNA-damaging agents, which corresponds to a high value of u. If a
genetic alteration has occurred, it gets repaired with a probability ⑀s or
⑀m. During repair, there is cell cycle arrest, and this is captured in the
parameter ␤. The value of ␤ can lie between 0 and 1 and thus reduces
the rate of cell division (given by ␤r). If ␤ ⫽ 0, the repairing cells
never replicate, and this is the maximal cost. If ␤ ⫽ 1, there is no cell
cycle arrest and no cost associated with repair. With a probability
(1 ⫺ ⑀s or 1 ⫺ ⑀m) the genetic alteration does not get repaired. If the
alteration is not repaired, a mutant is generated. A mutation is therefore the result of the occurrence of DNA damage combined with the
absence of repair. The mutant is viable (and neutral) with a probability
␣, whereas it is nonviable with a probability 1 ⫺ ␣. Therefore, the
model captures both the costs and benefits of repair: efficient repair
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r s,m ⫺ ur s,m 关 C del ⫹ ⑀ s,m 共 C arr ⫺ C del 兲兴 .

(Eq. 3)

If the DNA hit rate is low (low value of u), the fitness of the cells
is approximately given by their intrinsic rate of replication (rs and
rm). Thus, the cell population with the higher intrinsic replication
rate has a higher fitness than the cell population with the lower
intrinsic replication rate. On the other hand, when the DNA hit
rate, u, is increased, the fitness depends more strongly on other
parameters. In particular, the fitness of both populations can depend on the DNA hit rate, u. Notably, an increase in the value of
u may result in a stronger decline in fitness of the cell population
with the faster intrinsic rate of replication relative to the slower cell

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the model. a, process of cell reproduction, DNA damage,
repair, cell cycle arrest, mutation, and death. Cells reproduce at a rate r, and the genome
becomes damaged at a rate u. Damaged cells repair the alteration with a probability ⑀.
During repair, there is cell cycle arrest, and this is captured in the parameter ␤. With a
probability 1 ⫺ ⑀, the damage is not repaired, and a mutant is generated. This mutant is
viable with a probability ␣, and lethal with a probability 1 ⫺ ␣. Viable mutated cells
continue to replicate and may undergo apoptosis with a probability a. b, when DNA
damage is not repaired, the cells can accumulate mutations. In the model, cancer progression corresponds to the successive accumulation of mutations, also referred to as the
mutation cascade.

avoids deleterious mutations but is associated with cell cycle arrest.
Absence of efficient repair can result in the generation of deleterious
mutants but avoids cell cycle arrest.
Note that in this first model, we assume that the mutants that are
created are either nonviable (and thus do not participate in the competition dynamics) or neutral (and thus have the same intrinsic reproductive rate as the wild type). We will include the possibility of
advantageous and disadvantageous (but viable) mutants later.
In the following, we investigate how the competition dynamics
depend on the rate at which cells acquire genetic alterations (DNA hit
rate, u). In general, if two cell populations compete, the cells with the
higher fitness win. The fitness of the cells is given by
rs,m[1 ⫺ u[1 ⫺ ␣ ⫹ ⑀s,m(␣ ⫺ ␤)]]. Note that the quantity 1 ⫺ ␣ has
the meaning of the cost of production of deleterious mutants; we will
refer to it as Cdel ⫽ 1 ⫺ ␣. Similarly, the quantity 1 ⫺ ␤ is the cost
of cell cycle arrest, Carr ⫽ 1 ⫺ ␤. In these notations, we can rewrite
the expression for the fitness in a more intuitive way, as shown below.

Fig. 2. Effect of the DNA hit rate, u, on the fitness of two cell populations. At low DNA
hit rates, the population with the higher intrinsic replication rate wins. An increase in the
DNA hit rate decreases the fitness of both cell populations. However, the degree of fitness
reduction of the population characterized by the higher intrinsic replication rate is stronger
than that of the slower population of cells. If there is a sufficient difference in the repair
rates (degrees of genetic stability) between the two cell populations (a), an increase in the
DNA hit rate can result in a reversal of the relative fitnesses and thus in a reversal of the
outcome of competition. If the difference in repair rates between the two cell populations
is not sufficient (b), we do not observe such a reversal. Parameter values were chosen as
follows. rs ⫽ 1; rm ⫽ 1.3; ␣ ⫽ 0.05; ␤ ⫽ 0.3; ⑀s ⫽ 0.99. For a, ⑀m ⫽ 0.1. For b, ⑀m ⫽ 0.9.
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population (Fig. 2). Therefore, if the DNA hit rate crosses a critical
threshold, u ⬎ uc, the outcome of competition can be reversed. We
are interested in discovering under what circumstances this can
occur (for a complete mathematical definition, see Supplemental
Data). One condition required for the reversal of competition is
that the stable and mutator cells are characterized by a sufficient
difference in the repair rate (⑀m ⫺ ⑀s; Fig. 2). Furthermore, we need
to distinguish between two scenarios.
(a) In the first case, we assume that the stable cells have a faster
intrinsic rate of replication than the mutator cells (i.e., rs ⬎ rm).
Therefore, at low DNA hit rates, the stable cells win. An increased
DNA hit rate, u, can shift the competition dynamics in favor of the
unstable cells. In other words, unstable cells gain a selective advantage as the DNA hit rate becomes large. This is because the population
of stable cells frequently enters cell cycle arrest when repairing
genetic damage, and this slows down the overall growth rate. For this
outcome to be possible, the following condition has to be fulfilled (for
mathematical details, see Supplemental Data): the cost of cell cycle
arrest, Carr, must be greater than the cost of producing nonviable
mutants, Cdel. If this condition is not fulfilled, reversal of competition
at high DNA hit rates is not observed.
(b) In the second case, we assume that the stable cells have a slower
intrinsic replication rate than the mutator cells (i.e., rs ⬍ rm). Therefore, at low DNA hit rates, the unstable cells win. An increased DNA
hit rate, u, can shift the competition dynamics in favor of the stable
cells. In other words, a high DNA hit rate selects against genetic
instability. This is because the unstable cells produce more nonviable
mutants, and this reduces the effective growth rate significantly. In
contrast to the previous scenario, this requires that the cost of producing nonviable mutants, Cdel, must be higher than the cost of cell
cycle arrest, Carr. If this condition is not fulfilled, reversal of competition at high DNA hit rates is not observed. For mathematical details,
see Supplemental Data.
To summarize, this analysis gives rise to the following results
(Table 1A). A high DNA hit rate, u, can reverse the outcome of
competition in favor of the cell population characterized by a slower
intrinsic growth rate if the competing populations are characterized by
a sufficient difference in their repair rates. The higher the difference
in the intrinsic replication rate of the two cell populations, the higher
the difference in repair rates required to reverse the outcome of
competition. If the intrinsic replication rate of the genetically unstable
cell is slower, a high DNA hit rate can select in favor of genetic
instability. On the other hand, if the intrinsic growth rate of the
genetically unstable cell is faster, a high DNA hit rate can select
against genetic instability.

Competition Dynamics and Cancer Evolution
In the previous section, we considered the competition dynamics
between stable and unstable populations of cells, assuming that they
are characterized by different and fixed rates of replication. We
further assumed that mutations are either nonviable or neutral. However, mutations are unlikely to be neutral and will change the replication rate of the cells. In other words, cells may evolve to grow either
at a faster or a slower rate, depending on the mutations generated.
Here, we extend the above model to take into account such evolutionary dynamics. The model is written out mathematically in the
“Appendix” and explained schematically in Fig. 1b. In the following,
we outline the assumptions. We again consider two competing cell
populations: a genetically stable population (S); and a mutator population (M). We start with unaltered cells that have not accumulated
any mutations. They are denoted by S0 and M0, respectively. Both are
assumed to replicate at the same rate, r0. When the cells become
damaged, and this damage is not repaired, mutants are generated. If
the mutants are viable, they can continue to replicate. During these
replication events, further mutations can be accumulated if genetic
alterations are not repaired. We call the process of accumulation of
mutations the mutational cascade. Cells that have accumulated i
mutations are denoted by Si and Mi, respectively, where i ⫽ 1,. . . , n.
They are assumed to replicate at a rate ri. Stable and unstable cells
differ in the rate at which they proceed down the mutational cascade.
In addition to the basic dynamics of cell replication described in the
previous section, we assume that during cell division, mutated cells
can undergo apoptosis because oncogenic mutations can induce apoptotic checkpoints (19, 20). Thus, the intrinsic replication rate of
mutated cells is given by ri(1 ⫺ a), where a denotes the probability to
undergo apoptosis upon cell division.
To analyze this model, we have to assume a fitness landscape for
the consecutive mutants (Fig. 3). Because we are interested in cancer
progression, we assume that the intrinsic rate of cell division of the
consecutive mutants, ri, increases (ri⫹1 ⬎ ri). Such mutations could
correspond to alterations in oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes.
Because an accumulation of mutations cannot result in an infinite
increase in the division rate of cells, we assume that the division rate
plateaus. Once the cells have accumulated n mutations, we assume
that further viable mutants are neutral because the division rate cannot
be increased further (this end stage of the mutational cascade is thus
mathematically identical to the simple model discussed in the last
section). Whereas we assume that the consecutive mutants can divide
faster, they can also carry a disadvantage: the mutations can be
recognized by the appropriate checkpoints that induce apoptosis. With
this in mind, we will consider two basic types of fitness landscapes. If

Table 1 Summary of the basic competition dynamics and results from the model that includes evolution and mutation cascades
A. Summary of basic competition dynamicsa

Low DNA hit rate
High DNA hit rate

Mutator slower than stable cells

Mutator faster than stable cells

Stable cells win
Mutators win if Carr ⬎ Cdelb

Mutators win
Stable cells win Carr ⬍ Cdel

B. Results from modelc

Low DNA hit rate
High DNA hit rate

Apoptosis intact

Apoptosis impaired

Stable cells win
Mutators win if Carr ⬎ Cdel

Mutators win
Stable cells win Carr ⬍ Cdel

a
If the mutators have a lower intrinsic replication rate than the stable cells, a high DNA hit rate can select in favor of mutators. If the intrinsic replication rate of the mutators is
higher than that of the stable cells, then a highDNA hit rate can select for stable cells.
b
Carr, cost of cell cycle arrest. Cdel, cost of generating deleterious mutations.
c
If apoptosis is intact, unstable cells have a lower intrinsic growth rate than stable cells. Hence, a high DNA hit rate can select for instability. If apoptosis is impaired, unstable cells
have a higher overall intrinsic growth rate than stable cells. Thus, a high DNA hit rate can select in favor of stable cells. Carr stands for cost of cell cycle arrest, and Cdel stands for
cost of generating deleterious mutations.
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Fig. 3. Fitness landscape as a result of the successive accumulation of mutations by
cells. We distinguish two scenarios. a, if apoptosis is intact, accumulation of mutations
results in a lower fitness compared with unaltered cells. Even if the mutations result in an
increased rate of cell division, the induction of apoptosis in mutated cells prevents them
from attaining a higher fitness than the unaltered cells. b, if apoptosis is impaired, the
accumulation of successive mutations will eventually result in a higher fitness compared
with unaltered cells. The exact shapes of the curves are not essential. What is important
is whether the mutants will eventually have a lower (a) or higher (b) intrinsic reproductive
rate.

r0 ⬎ rn(1 ⫺ a), the intrinsic growth rate of the mutated cells, Si and
Mi, will be less than that of the unaltered cells, S0 and M0 (Fig. 3).
Whereas the mutations allow the cells to escape growth control, the
mutated cells are killed at a fast rate by apoptosis upon cell division.
This scenario corresponds to the presence of efficient apoptotic mechanisms in cells. On the other hand, if r0 ⬍ rn(1 ⫺ a), the accumulation
of mutations will eventually result in an intrinsic growth rate that is
larger than that of unaltered cells (Fig. 3). Whereas mutated cells can
still undergo apoptosis upon cell division, apoptosis is not strong
enough to prevent an increase in the intrinsic growth rate. Hence, this
scenario corresponds to impaired apoptosis in cells. In the following
sections, we study the competition dynamics between stable and
mutator cells in an evolutionary setting, assuming the presence of
relatively strong and weak apoptotic responses.
Strong Apoptosis. Here we assume that the apoptotic mechanisms
in cells are strong. That is, r0 ⬎ rn(1 ⫺ a) (Fig. 3). This means that
although the successive mutations will allow the cell to divide faster,
the induction of apoptosis ensures that the intrinsic growth rate of the
mutants is lower compared with that of unaltered cells. Note that it is

not necessary to assume that oncogenic mutations allow cells to divide
faster. Indeed, some cancer cells may progress more slowly through
the cell cycle than healthy cells. The important assumption is that
accumulation of mutations lowers the intrinsic growth rate of the cells.
In this scenario, the intrinsic growth rate of the stable cells, S, is higher
than that of the unstable cells, M. The reason is as follows. The
population of stable cells, S, has efficient repair mechanisms. Thus,
most cells will remain at the unaltered stage, S0. Because population
M is unstable, a higher fraction of this cell population will contain
mutations. Because these mutations impair reproduction (e.g., because
of induction of apoptosis), the intrinsic growth rate of the unstable
cells, M, is lower than that of the stable population, S.
According to the above arguments, at low DNA hit rates, the cells
with the faster intrinsic growth rate win the competition. Thus, at low
DNA hit rates (low value of u), the stable phenotype, S, wins (Fig. 4).
On the other hand, at higher DNA hit rates (high value of u), the
outcome of competition can be reversed because frequent cell cycle
arrest significantly reduces growth. That is, the genetically unstable
cells, M, may win and take over the population (Fig. 4). As in the
simple model discussed above, it requires that the cost of cell cycle
arrest is higher than the cost associated with the generation of deleterious mutants (i.e., Carr ⬎ Cdel). Furthermore, reversal of competition may require that the repair rate of stable cells (⑀s) lies below a
threshold and that there is a sufficient difference in the repair rate
between stable and unstable cells. Mathematical conditions are given
in the Supplemental Data. As the population of unstable cells wins,
they accumulate mutations. Even if the sequential mutants are disadvantageous because of the induction of apoptosis, the high mutation
rate pushes the population down the mutational cascade. While all
variants, Mi, persist, the distribution of the variants becomes skewed
toward Mn as the DNA hit rate is increased.
These results have important practical implications. The model tells
us that in the presence of intact apoptotic mechanisms, a high DNA hit
rate selects in favor of genetic instability, whereas the tissue remains
stable and unaltered if the DNA hit rate is low. A high DNA hit rate
can be brought about by both the presence of carcinogens and chemotherapy. Therefore, if healthy tissue is exposed to carcinogens, we
expect genetic instability to rapidly emerge, and this can give rise to
cancer progression. In the same way, chemotherapy can select for
genetic instability in otherwise healthy tissue and thus induce new
tumors as a side effect.
Weak Apoptosis. Now we assume that the apoptotic mechanisms
in cells are impaired. That is, r0 ⬍ rN (1 ⫺ a) (Fig. 3). This means that
accumulation of mutations will eventually result in the generation of
variants that have a faster intrinsic growth rate compared with unaltered cells. Thus, in principle, both populations are expected to eventually evolve toward the accumulation of mutations and progression to
cancer. Hence, both stable and unstable cancers can be observed.
However, this process can occur over different time scales for the two
populations of cells because they are assumed to differ in the repair
rate and thus in the rate at which mutations can develop. Obviously,
the mutator phenotype can accumulate mutations faster than the stable
population of cells. If there is a sufficient difference in the repair rate
of the two populations, the mutator phenotype will accumulate mutations and progress toward Mn during a period of time in which the
population of stable cells will remain unaltered at stage S0. In this
case, genetic instability can drive cancer progression. A mathematical
condition for this scenario is given in Supplemental Data.
If the stable and unstable populations compete, the unstable population will have a higher intrinsic growth rate than the stable population (because the induction of apoptosis in response to mutation is
inefficient). Therefore, at low DNA hit rates, u, the mutator phenotype, M, wins the competition (Fig. 4). If the DNA hit rate is in-
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Fig. 4. Selection of genetic instability and cancer progression. These
graphs show how the DNA hit rate determines whether healthy and
stable tissue prevails, or whether selection favors the emergence of
genetic instability. We consider two levels of DNA damage: a low DNA
hit rate, which may correspond to the absence of exposure to DNAdamaging agents; and a high DNA hit rate, which corresponds to the
induction of damage by DNA-damaging agents. Simulations are performed according to Eqs. 4 –10 in the “Appendix.” In the simulation,
the stable population of cells always remains healthy and unaltered (S0)
in the time scale considered. The unstable population, on the other hand,
accumulates successive mutations and progresses to Mn. This is not
shown here because the graphs plot the overall population of stable and
unstable cells. The outcome of competition depends on the degree of
apoptosis. a, if apoptosis is intact, stable cells prevail if the DNA hit rate
is low. If the DNA hit rate is increased beyond a threshold, the unstable
cells win because frequent cell cycle arrest becomes too costly for the
stable cells. b, if apoptosis is impaired, a low DNA hit rate selects in
favor of genetic instability. Note that initially, the unstable cells decline,
and only subsequently win. This is because unstable cells only gain an
advantage over stable and healthy cells once a certain number of
mutations has been accumulated. If the DNA hit rate is increased
beyond a threshold, the outcome of competition is reversed, and the
stable, healthy cells prevail. This is because the generation of deleterious mutations becomes too costly for the unstable cells. Parameter
values were chosen as follows: ⑀s ⫽ 0.99; ⑀m ⫽ 0.1; ␤ ⫽ 0.2. For a,
␣ ⫽ 0.6 and a ⫽ 0.5. For b, ␣ ⫽ 0.1 and a ⫽ 0.2. Low DNA hit rate
corresponds to u ⫽ 0.07, and high DNA hit rate corresponds to u ⫽ 0.7.
Fitness landscapes for successive mutants are given in Fig. 3.

creased, the competition can be reversed in favor of the stable cell
population, S (Fig. 4). This requires that the cost of generating
deleterious mutants is greater than the cost of cell cycle arrest (i.e.,
Cdel ⬎ Carr). Furthermore, a sufficient difference in the repair rate of
stable and unstable cells is required to reverse the outcome of competition. Exact mathematical conditions are given in Supplemental
Data.
This again has practical implications. If cells develop a mutation
resulting in impaired apoptotic responses, then genetic instability has
a selective advantage if the DNA hit rate is low. Therefore, even if
there is no exposure to carcinogens, a chance loss of apoptosis can
result in the outgrowth of genetic instability and thus progression of
cancer. On the other hand, if there is a growing cancer with impaired
apoptotic responses, our results suggest that an elevation of the DNA
hit rate by chemotherapeutic agents can reverse the relative fitness in
favor of stable cells, and this can result in cancer reduction or slower
progression.
A note of clarification: in the above arguments, we assumed for
simplicity that apoptosis is inefficient in both the unstable and stable
cells. The arguments about chemotherapy, however, remain robust,
even if we assume that only the mutator phenotypes have impaired
apoptosis, whereas the stable and healthy population of cells has intact
apoptotic responses. The reason is that over the time frame considered, the population of stable cells remains genetically unaltered (i.e.,
at stage S0). Because the cells are unaltered, the presence or absence
of apoptosis does not change the dynamics.
DISCUSSION
This paper has examined the competition dynamics between genetically stable and unstable populations of cells. We used mathematical
models to identify under which circumstances genetic instability is
selected for or against in the context of cancer progression. In particular, we examined the role of the rate at which DNA is damaged.

We found that a change in the DNA hit rate can reverse the
outcome of competition. In the simplest setting, an increase in the
DNA hit rate can switch the outcome of competition in favor of cells
characterized by a slower intrinsic growth rate. This requires a sufficient difference in the repair rate between the stable and mutator cells
and a condition on the relative values of costs associated with cell
cycle arrest and creation of deleterious mutants. The conditions under
which genetic instability is selected for depend on the efficacy of
apoptosis. In terms of cancer evolution and progression, this gave rise
to the following insights (Table 1B).
(a) If apoptosis is strong, accumulation of mutations by unstable
cells slows down the intrinsic growth rate because of the frequent
induction of cell death. Thus, stable cells have a higher intrinsic
growth rate than mutators. Consequently, at low DNA hit rates, the
stable cells win. The presence of high DNA hit rates can, however,
result in the selection and emergence of the genetically unstable cells.
This occurs if the cost of cell cycle arrest upon repair is higher than
the cost of creating deleterious mutations.
(b) On the other hand, if apoptotic responses are impaired, accumulation of mutations by unstable cells will not result in frequent cell
death upon division. Therefore, the intrinsic growth rate of unstable
cells can be higher than that of stable cells if adaptive mutations are
acquired. In this case, genetic instability is expected to emerge at low
DNA hit rates. At high DNA hit rates, however, genetic instability can
be selected against, and mutators can go extinct. This occurs if the
cost of creating deleterious mutations is higher than the cost of cell
cycle arrest.
Selection for Genetic Instability. A fascinating question is how
much genetic instability can contribute to faster adaptation and evolution of cancer cells (11–15, 21–23). It can be argued that genetic
instability can be selected for due to the following two factors.
(a) Genetic instability can be advantageous if it results in a faster
accumulation of adaptive mutations compared with stable cells (14).
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This could allow the cancer to evolve faster and to overcome selective
barriers and host defenses. An example are tumor suppressor genes
where both copies have to be mutated. Instead of the occurrence of
two independent point mutations, loss of heterozygosity in genetically
unstable cells can result in the loss of suppressor function if one copy
has been mutated.
(b) Genetic instability can be advantageous simply because cells
avoid delay in reproduction associated with repairing and maintaining
the genome (17, 18). When genetic damage is detected, the relevant
checkpoints induce cell cycle arrest, during which the damage is
repaired. If genetic damage occurs often, frequent arrest significantly
slows down the replication rate of the cells, and loss of repair can be
advantageous. Experimental evidence supports this notion. Bardelli et
al. (24) have shown that exposure to specific carcinogens can result in
the loss of the checkpoint that was induced by the carcinogenic agent
used.
At this stage, it is unclear what selective mechanism is responsible
for the emergence of genetic instability (or in fact whether genetic
instability appears simply as a side effect of other genetic alterations
on the way to cancer). It is possible that different types of genetic
instability can have different effects on the evolution of the cell
populations. The increased rate at which the quasispecies travel up the
fitness landscape may or may not be outweighed by the costs associated with creating deleterious mutations. This, in turn, may depend
on the nature of the instability. In particular, it may be determined by
whether the genetic changes are relatively small (such as in microsatellite instability) or larger (such as in chromosomal instability).
If the main driving force for the emergence of genetic instability is
avoidance of cell cycle arrest (rather than faster adaptation), this could
contribute to explaining why certain instabilities are specific to certain
types of cancers or tissues. Different environments can cause different
types of genetic alterations that induce separate checkpoints (24). The
checkpoints that are lost in the cancer would be the ones that are most
often induced in the appropriate environment and tissue surroundings.
On the other hand, if genetic instability emerges mainly because it
allows the cells to adapt faster, we expect that instability is lost at later
stages of cancer progression. This is because the cancer has evolved
to an optimal phenotype, and now stability avoids deleterious mutations and thus increases fitness (16).
Genetic Instability and Apoptosis. If genetic instability can result
in a faster accumulation of adaptive mutations [case (a) above], it
could in principle be the driving force of cancer progression. As
pointed out in the previous section, it is unclear whether this is the
case, or whether alternative selection pressures are responsible for the
emergence of genetic instability. Here, we assume that instability can
result in the accumulation of adaptive mutations and explore possible
pathways to the emergence of genetic instability and cancer progression. Assume we start from a wild-type cell that is stable and has
intact apoptotic mechanisms. The mathematical model suggests that
genetic instability can only drive progression toward fitter phenotypes
if apoptosis is impaired. This is because in the presence of intact
apoptosis, accumulation of mutations results in elevated levels of cell
death that slow down the intrinsic growth rates. Thus, to gain a fitness
advantage, both apoptosis and stability genes have to be mutated. This
can occur via two pathways (Fig. 5).
(a) In the first pathway, the initial mutation impairs the apoptotic
response in the cell. This variant is selectively neutral compared with
the wild type. The reason is that the cell still has intact repair
mechanisms. Therefore, mutations are unlikely to be generated in the
time frame considered. As long as mutations do not accumulate, the
presence or absence of apoptotic mechanisms does not change the
dynamics of cell growth. Following this mutation, a second mutation

Fig. 5. Pathways toward the selection of genetic instability and cancer progression.
According to the model, instability can drive cancer progression toward fitter phenotypes
only if apoptosis is sufficiently impaired. Thus, there are two possible pathways: (a)
apoptosis is lost first, followed by a loss of genetic stability; or (b) stability is lost first.
The unstable and apoptosis-intact cells will have a fitness disadvantage compared with
stable cells. At the same time, however, they can mutate faster. If a mutation impairs
apoptosis before the unstable cells have gone extinct, the unstable cells gain a selective
advantage. The rates of the two pathways are indicated in the figure. From this, we can
calculate conditions that specify which pathway is faster and thus more likely to occur (see
“Genetic Instability and Apoptosis” in Discussion).

is generated that confers genetic instability. This mutant will be
selected for instantly.
(b) In the second pathway, the initial mutation confers genetic
instability to the cell. Because apoptotic responses are still intact, the
model analysis tells us that this variant will have a lower fitness
compared with the wild type and will be on its way to extinction.
However, because the cell is unstable, it can generate mutations at a
faster rate. Thus, there is a chance that the mutation impairing apoptosis is generated before this cell variant has gone extinct. As soon
as the apoptotic mechanism has been impaired, the unstable cell gains
a selective advantage.
We can calculate which of these two pathways occurs faster, and
this is the pathway that is more likely to lead to selection of instability
(for mathematical details of this approach, see Ref. 25). We introduce
the following notation (Fig. 5). The number of cells in a tissue is
denoted by N. The rate at which a genetically stable cell mutates (to
be either unstable or apoptosis impaired) is given by . The rate at
which an unstable cell mutates toward a loss of apoptotic function is
denoted by  . Thus,  ⬎ . The relative reproductive rate of an
unstable cell that has intact apoptotic responses is given by  ⬍ 1 (we
assume that the wild-type reproductive rate is 1), which reflects the
fact that unstable cells with intact apoptosis have a selective disadvantage. The rate at which an advantageous mutator is generated via
the first pathway (first apoptosis⫺, then repair⫺) is given by 2N.
The rate at which an advantageous mutator is generated via the second
pathway (first repair⫺, then apoptosis⫺) is given by N /(1 ⫺ ).
Therefore, if  ⬎ (1 ⫺ )/, then repair and stability are lost first.
In the opposite case, apoptosis is lost first. In biological terms, if the
relative fitness of the unstable and apoptosis-competent cell is sufficiently low (because mutants are killed efficiently), then generation of
an advantageous mutator is likely to proceed by first losing apoptosis
and then acquiring genetic instability. Knowledge of parameter values
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Fig. 6. Simulation of chemotherapy, modeled by an increase in the DNA hit rate, u. The
simulation begins with cells that are unstable and have impaired apoptosis spontaneously
give rise to cancer growth and progression. Then, therapy is applied (shaded area). a, if
there is a sufficient difference in the repair rates between cancer cells and healthy cells,
chemotherapy can result in the extinction of the unstable cancer cells and the maintenance
of the stable and unaltered cells. b, if there is not a sufficient difference in the repair rate
between unstable cancer cells and healthy tissue, chemotherapy cannot drive the unstable
cancer cells extinct. It can merely slow down the rate of cancer growth. Parameters were
chosen as follows: ⑀s ⫽ 0.99; ␤ ⫽ 0.2; ␣ ⫽ 0.1. It is assumed that the degree of apoptosis
differs between stable and unstable cells. Stable cells have intact apoptosis (a ⫽ 0.5),
whereas unstable cells have impaired apoptosis (a ⫽ 0.2). For a, ⑀m ⫽ 0.1. For b,
⑀m ⫽ 0.4. Low DNA hit rate corresponds to u ⫽ 0.07, and high DNA hit rate corresponds
to u ⫽ 0.8. Fitness landscapes for successive mutants are given in Fig. 3.

will be required to determine which of the two pathways is more
likely. The result might vary between different tissues.
How Does Chemotherapy Work? The results derived in this
paper have implications for the use of chemotherapy (26 –28). Chemotherapy essentially increases the degree of DNA damage. Therefore,
it can be used to reverse the relative fitness of stable and unstable cells
such that unstable cells are excluded (Fig. 6). This can drive progressing cancer cells extinct and result in the persistence of stable cells.
These may be either healthy cells or less aggressive and slowly
progressing tumor cells. In this scenario, because chemotherapy acts
by modulating the competition between stable and unstable cells, it is
not a requirement that every last cell is killed by the drugs. Selection
and competition will make sure that the unstable cancer cells are
driven extinct. This argument, however, requires that there is an
element of competition between unstable and stable cells. Whether
and under which circumstances this is the case remain to be determined.
This is a different mechanism of action compared with the traditional view, which assumes that chemotherapy only acts by killing

dividing cells. For chemotherapy to reverse the fitness of stable and
unstable cells, two conditions are required. (a) There needs to be a
sufficient difference in the repair rate between stable and unstable
cells. The higher the replication rate of unstable cells relative to stable
cells, the higher this difference in the repair rate required to achieve
success. Therefore, contrary to traditional views, a faster rate of cell
division of cancerous unstable cells renders successful treatment more
difficult in this scenario. (b) The cost of generating lethal mutants in
unstable cells must be higher than the cost of cell cycle arrest in stable
cells. If this is not the case, it does not pay to retain repair mechanisms, and the fitness of unstable cells can never be reversed. In this
case, treatment has a higher negative impact on stable than on unstable
cells, and the mutators are resistant.
This paper has provided a theoretical framework for studying the
competition and evolutionary dynamics between genetically stable
and unstable cells. We identified conditions under which selection
will favor genetic instability and circumstances under which genetically unstable cells can be driven extinct. The results derived from the
models can contribute to our understanding of the occurrence of
genetic instability in many human cancers and have implications for
the principles underlying cancer initiation and the mechanisms that
may underlie chemotherapy.
To have greater practical implications, theoretical predictions need
to be tested by experiments. First, model assumptions need to be
validated. It would be important to measure the cost of cell cycle
arrest and the cost of creating lethal mutations as a function of the
level of DNA damage. In the model, these costs are assumed to be
constant, and this may have to be revised. Then, in vitro competition
experiments would have to be performed. A stable cell line would
compete against a specific unstable cell line (e.g., deficient in mismatch repair) under different levels of DNA damage. Such experiments should be performed with cells that have intact apoptotic
responses and cells with impaired apoptosis. An experimental approach, coupled with the mathematical analysis, would provide further insights into the dynamics of mutator phenotypes in cancer and
the importance of instability in treatment.
APPENDIX
The Equations for Stable and Mutator Cells. The simplest system that
captures the dynamics is given by Eqs. 1 and 2, with the average fitness of
cells, , defined as follows:  ⫽ Srs [1 ⫺ u(1 ⫺ ␤⑀s ⫺ ␣(1 ⫺ ⑀s))] ⫹
Mrm[1 ⫺ u(1 ⫺ ␤⑀m ⫺ ␣(1 ⫺ ⑀m))].
Quasispecies Equations Describing the Mutation Cascade. The simple
model assumes that mutations are either nonviable or neutral. A more detailed
model that includes the disadvantageous and advantageous mutations is given
by the following system of quasispecies equations:

Ṡ 0 ⫽ R 0 S 0 共 1 ⫺ u s 兲 ⫺  S 0 ,
Ṡ i ⫽ ␣ uR i⫺1 S i⫺1 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ s 兲 ⫹ R i S i 共 1 ⫺ u s 兲 ⫺  S i ,

(Eq. 4)

1 ⱕ i ⱕ n ⫺ 1,
(Eq. 5)

Ṡ n ⫽ ␣ uR n⫺1 S n⫺1 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ s 兲 ⫹ R n S n 关 1 ⫺ u s ⫹ ␣ u 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ s 兲兴 ⫺  S n ,
Ṁ 0 ⫽ R 0 M 0 共 1 ⫺ u m 兲 ⫺  M 0 ,
Ṁ i ⫽ ␣ uR i⫺1 M i⫺1 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ m 兲 ⫹ R i M i 共 1 ⫺ u m 兲 ⫺  M i ,

(Eq. 6)
(Eq. 7)

2 ⱕ i ⱕ n ⫺ 1,
(Eq. 8)

Ṁ n ⫽ ␣ uR n⫺1 M n⫺1 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ m 兲 ⫹ R n M n 关 1 ⫺ u m ⫹ ␣ u 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ m 兲兴 ⫺  S n ,
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冤

冘
n

ẇ ⫽ 共 1 ⫺ ␣ 兲 u 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ s 兲

冘

冥

n

R iS i ⫹ 共 1 ⫺ ⑀ m兲

i⫽1

R i M i ⫺  w,

i⫽1

(Eq. 10)

where we introduced the following shorthand notations: Ri is the effective
intrinsic reproductive rate, Ri ⫽ ri(1 ⫺ ␣) for 1 ⱕ i ⱕ n and R0 ⫽ r0, and us,m
are the two effective mutation rates, us,m ⫽ u(1 ⫺ ␤⑀s,m). The variable w
denotes the noviable mutants produced by the cells. The equations are coupled
through the function , the average fitness, which is given by the following
equation.

冘
n

 ⫽ 共 1 ⫺ u s兲

j⫽0

冘
n

R jS j ⫹ 共 1 ⫺ u m兲

R jM j

(Eq. 11)

j⫽1
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